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Discussion Questions for “Revelation for You: The Witnesses” 

Revelation 11:1-14, Pastor Tom Olson, Weekend of July 10th, 2022 

 

Sermon Outline: 

 

Revelation 11 calls us: 

1. To worship (vv. 1-2). 

2. To persevere (vv. 3-14). 

3. To love (vv. 3-14). 

4. To rejoice (vv. 15-19). 

 

(Subpoint of point 2…) 

We can persevere because… 

a. We have great power (vv. 5-7). 

b. We’ll get great vindication (v. 11). 

c. We’ll receive great reward (vv. 12, 18). 

 

Sermon Questions: 

 

1. In verses 1-2, what’s the key difference between those who are safely in the temple 

of God and those outside it – subject to the trampling of the nations? 

 

2. What does it mean to worship? 

a. How can we worship at church? At home? At work? Even when we’re alone? 

b. What’s the connection between worship and saving faith? In other words, 

how does worship help distinguish between sincere and insincere faith? 

 

3. Read John 15:20 and John 16:33. What does Jesus warn us of in these verses? 

a. How do the two witnesses here in Revelation 11 experience this? 

b. How have you experienced this? 

 

4. What can the two witnesses teach us about perseverance? 

a. See the first phrase in verse 7. Who numbers their days? 

b. See verse 11. Who ultimately “wins” – the beast or the witnesses? 

c. See verses 12 and 18. What is their future? 

d. How can each of these truths help us persevere, when we face difficulty, too? 

 

5. Where do the two witnesses preach? (See verses 3 and 8 for help.) 

a. What does this tell us about God’s concern for His enemies? 

b. How does this align with Jesus’ words in Matthew 5:44? 

c. How does this align with the way God treated you? (See Romans 5:6-11.) 
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6. Why is it difficult to love our enemies? 

a. But why do our enemies need our loving concern? 

b. How might we be blessed, ourselves, by loving our enemies? 

c. Can you give a personal example of your answers – of a time when loving 

your enemies blessed them or blessed you? 

 

7. There are two “songs” in verses 15-19.  

a. What do they tell us about Jesus? 

b. What future event seems to be happening about the same time that these 

songs are being sung? (Cite specific phrases to support your answer.) 

 

8. Why can we rejoice in the fact that Jesus is coming back? 

a. What fears does it alleviate? 

b. What justice does it assure? 

c. What joy does it offer? 

 

9. What’s the practical impact of rejoicing in Christ’s return? 

a. How will it shape the way you treat others? 

b. How will it motivate you to talk about Jesus? 

c. How will it encourage you to be holy? 

d. Like question 4, how will it help you persevere? 

 

10. Any other takeaways from this passage or message? 

 

 


